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ABSTRACT

Some new theorems have been propounded for the numbers [M — 1), as they
relate to other numerals, through the basic arithmetical operations, at different bases M.
For some reason, we give the proof of the theorems for the case M = 10 using mathematical
induction, and by Peano's fifth axiom make our generalizations. Comments are made in
respect of the numbers {M — 1), (in this case 9). Apart from our theorems facilitating
mathematical operations, evidences have also been given, from different sources of the
interesting properties of this class of numbers, represented in our own case by the numeral
9. The theorems neither violate the divisibility rule for 9 nor are they a consequence of it.
From smmetry, a suggestion is made in respect of the possible origin of the numeration in
base 10, and the case of a ten dimensional Universe reconsidered.



1. INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the idea of numbers arose with the ancients because of the need to count
objects (Ball [l]; James and James [2] and Weil [3]). Their individual efforts culminated to
what is now known as the "Number Theory" (Gellert et al. [4] and Coincidine [5]), This
theory developed from the realization that integers form "rings and fields", which means
that when one or more of the operations (addition, subtraction and multiplication) are
applied to two integers, the result is always an integer.

It is for instance known that the Chinese knew as early as 500 B.C. that 2F — 2 is
divisible by P for all prime numbers P. Even before this time, the emergence of Pythagoras
(580-496 B.C.) saw numbers being giving certain attributes and potency, Kozminsky [6],
Pythagoras was so convinced that numbers are the principle of all things, that he taught
that a scientific law should be given in terms of numbers (Lichten [7]), and that the universe
is an animated ALL whose members were the divine intelligences, each ranked in its proper
sphere according to its perfections. Because of the order in this universe, he called it for
the first time "KOSMOS", meaning harmony (D'Olivet [8]) and gave his famous theorem
x2 + y2 — z2 for a right-angled triangle.

It is very probable that these ideas of Pythagoras influenced subsequent re-
searchers in this area: Notable among them was Plato, who declared that "in the beginning
God geometrized", and mentioned some properties of a certain number. Euclid in about
300 B.C. proved the existence of infinitely many primes; Diophantos of Alexandria (about
250 A.D.) wrote his famous Diophantine equations (in search for all right-angied trian-
gles) whose solutions are the Pythagorean numbers x = u2 — v7, y — 2uv and z = u2 + u3,
where u, v are arbitrary integers; Pierre Fermat (1601-1666) gave his famous conjecture
also called Fermat's last theorem; that for any integer exponent n > 2, there are non-zero
integers satisfying the equation x" + yn = zn for x,y,z. Leonhard Euler (1707-1783)
set up his celebrated quadratic reciprocity law; Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1885) enunci-
ated his uniform theory, called Mathematics tht Queen of the Sciences and remarked that
those who study it develop a kind of passion for it. Leonardo of Pisa had earlier (1202
A.D.) discovered the Fibonacci members where the nth member is given approximately by
(l/i/5)((1 + v/5)/2)", and the first seven are 1,1,2,3,5,8 and 13.

Even the great physicists like Newton, Kepler and Einstein seemed to have be-
lieved in the harmony and the significance of numbers as taught by Pythagoras. For
instance Newton was credited to have said the following: "It seems probable to me that in
the beginning God formed matter from solid, massy, hard, impenetrable, movable particles
of suck sizes and figures (numbers), and of such proportion to space as conduced to the
end for which they are formed .... I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to
myself, 1 stem to have been only like a boy, playing on tht sea shore and diverting myself
in now, and then finding a smoother or prettier shell than the ordinary (numbers), while

the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me".

Also, Einstein, while enthrawled by the harmony of Pythagoras' KOSMOS, which
gave him what he called "cosmic religious feeling" (Wilber [9]) said: TAe supreme task
of the physicist is to arrive at those Universal elementary laws (numbers) from which
the cosmos can be built up by pure deduction. There is no logical path to these laws, only
intuition, resting on sympathetic understanding can lead to them The longing to behold
cosmic harmony it the source of inexhaustible patience and preseverance with which Planck
has devoted himself to the most general problems of our science. The state of mind that
enables a man to do a work of this kind, is akin to that of the religious worshipper or
the lover; the daily effort comes from no deliberate intention or program, but straight from
tht heart — // God was capable of creating a universe in which scientists could discern
scientific laws, then God was capable of creating a Universe wholly governed by such laws
(numbers). He would not have created a Universe in which he had to make chance-like
decisions at every moment regarding the behaviour of every individual particle. Cod does
not play dice with the Universe*.

Even Synesius who united the doctrines of Pythagoras and Plato, was said to
have called God, the number of numbers or the idea of ideas.

The number theory has since developed into about four main branches namely:
elementary, algebraic, analytic and Diofontine number theories. In the present day, the
works of Goldbach and the discovery of Ramanujan's lost notebooks appear to be extending
the Number theory rather fast (see Long [10], Burton [11], Yuan [12] and Elliott [13|).

Our present attempt here, is to contribute to this rather fast growing area, in
elementary number theory even as an extension of earlier theorems. We have deliberately
given an introductory history (which we think is necessary) because of the nature of the
subject, which was originally intermingled with faith, mysticism and even religion.

2. THEORY OF THE PROOF

The proof we have given here is based on Mathematical induction, relying on
Peano's fifth axiom as a justification. Mathematical induction is usually employed as a
method to prove that a proposition P{n) concerning the natural numbers n, is true for
all values of n. This method usually uses a Lemma to prove the theorem. The proof is
given in two parts: (a) direct verification of the theorem for the smallest admissible value
of the positive integer (basis of Induction), and (b) the algebraic proof that if the theorem
is true for any value of the positive integer n (inductive hypothesis), then it is valid for the
next greater value of n, i.e. its successor (inductive step). The theorem is deemed to have
been proved when the two (a) and (b) are combined. We have adopted this method in
our proof, and because from the history of Mathematics, the numeration using n = 10 as
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tho base of arithmetic was adopted by the Hebrews and Greeks probably from Caballistic
tree of life having 10 points of light emanations, (which represented for them God and
his entire creation), and secondly, because this system has continued to be in use up to
the present time, we give our proof for n. = 10 and n — 1 = 9. There ia however, no Ios4
of generaiity, when the base of arithmetic changes from n = 10 to any arbitrary number,
following Peano's axioms. Of the four theorems which we propose, a detailed proof is given
for the first, and by symmetry and analogy can be extended to the other three, with or
without changing the base of arithmetic.

3. THEOREMS

Theorem I: The final cross-sum (CS), which represents the sum of the integers, of
the product of any number (M — 1) and any non-zero positive integral number JV, is
(M - }}, if the base of the arithmetic is in the number M, and this includes the product
of multiples of (M — 1) and its powers.

Theorem II: The final cross sum of the sum of (M — l) or its multiples with any
integral number JV, is itself a number whose cross sum is JV or the cross sum of JV, provided
the base of arithmetic is in M.

Theorem III: The final cross sum of the difference of (M — l) or its multiple, and
any integral number JV is equal to a number whose cross sum is the difference (M — 1) — JV
or thr, cross sum of this difference if the base of arithmetic is in M,

Theorem IV: The final cross sum of the quotient of the number (M — 1) or its
multiple with the classes of numbers 2n or 2"(5) where n = 0,1,2,3,4,. . . , is itself equal
to M - 1 (disregarding the decimal point) provided that the arithmetic is in base M.

4. PROOF OF THEOREM I

We take M — 10 and therefore M — 1 — 9 because arithmetic is in base 10.

4.10 Lemma

The product P of 9 and any numeral n (n — 0,1,2,.. .9) may be expressed as

P = (n - I)™1 + (10 - n)10° (1)

4.11 Proof

We first prove the Lemma by Mathematical Induction, and the Lemma is then

used to prove the theorem.

For n = 0, 0 x 0 = 0. Eq.(l) gives P = -10 + 10 = 0. Thus Eq.(l) is valid for
n — 0. If Eq.(l) is valid for n, then for n + 1, we get

(ft - l)10l + (10 - n)10° + 9 = (n - lJlO1 + 10l - n x 10° + 9 x 10°

= [(rt+1) - 1] X 10l + (9-n) l0° = [(n + l) - l J lO ' + flO- (n + l)|l0° '

This result is the same as substituting (n + 1) for n in Eq.(l).

The expression is therefore valid for (ft + 1) and by mathematical induction valid
for alt numerals 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.

4.20 Proof of Theorem

Any positive integral number JV (including zero) can normally be written in place
value notation as

JV = n.jTif-i.nf-2 .. .njc ... nsrtjrtireo . (2)

where nx axe numerals 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and by virtue of the place value principle, the
actual value of TIK is tt*- X 10*.

Applying the lemma to the product P — 9JV we get

P = [{n; - l)10 l + (10 - rv)100]l0' + . . . + [(nK+1 - lJlO1 + (10 - nir+1)10°]10fi:-1-1

+ \(nK - 1J101 + (10 - nK)l0°}lOK + [(nK-i - lJlO1 + (10 - nff-.1)10°jl0K '-1 +

+ [(n4 - 1J101 + (10 - n4)10°]l04 + [(n3 - lJlO1 + (10 -

+ \{n2 - 1J101 + (10 - n2)l0°]102 + [(nl - lJlO1 + (10 -

01 + (10-n0)10°]100 (3)

Case 1. All the coefficients in square brackets in (3) are less than 10, the base of
arithmetic. In this case (3) gives the product P in place value notation and we can take
the cross sum (CS). This case implies that njj = 0 or 1,

If njf = 1, then the cross sum (CS) is given by

CS = 9 + 9 + . .. + 9 + 9 + . . .9 + 9 for ( / + 1) terms = 9(/ + 1) . . . (4)

If rife = 0, the coefficient in square bracket is zero. Therefore,

CS = 9(/ + 1 — z) where z is number of zero digits of N . (5)
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In all cases of nx > 1, carry over of tens occur and this transforms (3) to a

polynomial of 10 with positive integral coefficients (including zero).

P = [nj - l)10 / + 1 -r (10 - nj + n / _ t - l ) i o ' + (10 -nt-i

+ (10 - nK+2 + nK+i - 1)10*+2 + (10 - njc+1 + nK -

+ (10 - rt4 + n3 - 1)10" + (10 - n3 + rf2 - 1)1O3 + (10 -

+ (10- n.! + no -

+ ( l 0 - n f t ) l 0 n . . .

+ {l0-nK + nK_,. - 1)10*

- l)102

(6)

Case II. No last digit of any coefficient in Eq.(3) is made equal or greater than 10 (i.e.

> 10), by the carry over of tens to get Eq.(6). This means that no coefficient in Eq.(6) is

greater or equal to 10. We can therefore take the cross sum of Eq.{6).

CS = («/ - 1) + (10 -nt + ns-i - 1) + (10 - nj-i + nf-2 - 1)

+ (10 - njf+2 + nK+i - 1) + (10 - nK+l + nK - 1} + (10 - nK + nK-i ~ 1)

+ (10 - raK_i + nK+2 - 1) + . . .

+ (10 - ra4 + n3 - 1) + (10 - n3 + n2 - 1) + (10 - n3 + ni - 1)

+ (10 - rti + n0 - 1) + (10 - n0) (V)

All the n's cancel out and we get CS = - 1 + 9 + 9 + . . . + 9 + 9 + . . . + 9 + 9 + 10 for (f+ 2)

terms. The first and last terms combine to give 9 reducing terms to ( / + 1). Therefore

Eq.(6) gives

CS =9 + 9 + 9 + . . .9 + 9 for (/ + 1) terms = 9(/ + 1) (8)

Case III. One last digit of one coefficient in (3) is made greater or equal to 10 by

carryover of tens to get Eq.(6).

This means that one coefficient in (6) is > 10. Let it be the coefficient of 10K

from which we now carry over 10 to the preceeding term and get

P = + (10 - nK+2 + nK+1 - l)10K + 2 + (10 - njc+i + nK - 1 + l)10*+ 1

(10 - (9)

There is no loss of generality because if this now makes the coefficient of 10"+ 1

greater or equal to 10, the process continues, until all the coefficients are less than 10. We

then take the cross sum and all the n's still cancel out leaving

CS = - 1 + 9 + 9 + . . . + 9 + (10 - 1 + 1) + (0 - 1) + 9. -. + 9 + 9 + 10 for (/ + 2) terms.
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The result is that the coefficients of
number of terms by one. Therefore

and 10 s now combine to give 9 reducing the

(10)

where C is the number of the last digits of the coefficients of Eq.(3) that are made > 10

by the carry over of tens to get Eq.(6); or simply the number of coefficients of Eq.(6) that

are > 10.

Case W . All the last digits of the coefficients in Eq.(3) are made > 10, by the carry

over of tens to get Eq.(6). This means that all the coefficients in Eq,(6) except the first

and the last are > 10. The last term (10- no)l0° is not included because there is no carry

over into it. In any case it is less than 10. The first term is not a last digit of a coefficient

in Eq.(3) and is leas than 10, in any case.

We now have to carry over 10 from aSl except the first and last terms of Eq.(6)

to the proceeding terms and we get

P = (-re/

[-nK+2

(-n9 + n2}l03

(11)

We may now take the cross sum of Eq.(ll)

CS = n; + (-nj + rt/_i) + ( -«/_i -f n/_2)

+ (-"•JT+Z + Ĵf + l) + (-n.K-t-1 +"•«•}

+ {~nK

(~ n i + n0 - 1) + (10 - tin)

All the n's cancel out giving

= 0 + 0 + . . . + ( - l ) + 10 = 9

(Ua)

(126)

Case V. One digit of N is zero and other digits of N are greater than unity. We had

already considered in Case I, where the other digits of JV are unity. In the present case

carry over of tens occur. Let nx = 0. The coefficient of WK in square brackets in Eq.(3)

becomes (0 — lJlO1 + (10 — 0)10° and vanishes. But as a result of carry overs of tens into

this and other coefficients in Eq.(3) we get

P i / i n J_*. t M 1 \ 1 n • • "t" * i f 1 f\ ^i \ 1 n ** T1
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The effect on Eq.(6) is that the coefficients of WK+1 and 10K are modified as in Eq.(13).
When the cross sum is taken we have CS — h9 + (1O)(—l) + 9 + .

Thus the effect on the cross sum is to combine two terms to make 9 and to reduce
the number of terms by one. We note that this confirms the effect of nK = 0 found in
Case I. Therefore for Case V, if the condition of Case II applies to all the other terms

CS = 9{/ + 1 - z)

but if the condition of Case III applies to all the other terms

(14a)

(146)

where c and z have been previously defined, under Eqs. (10) and (5) respectively. Con-
sidering all the expressions for the cross sum CS, resulting from all the cases, the most
general expression applicable to every case is as follows (for the case where the arithmetic
is in the base M — 10 and hence M - 1 ~ 9).

The final cross sum (CS) of the product of 9 and any non-zero positive integral
number JV is

CS=Q{f+l-c-z) (15)

where (/ + J) is the number of digits in JV (including zeros), z is the number of zeros
among the digits of JV, and c is the number of cases in which the carry over of tens from
the product of 9 and a digit of JV makes the last digit in the succeeding product of 9 and
next, digit of TV greater or equal to 10.

Now the cross sum in (15) is itself a product of 9 and the number (/ + 1 — c — z).
It is clear and can easily be proved that (/ + 1 - c — z) is smaller than JV. Thus, the
cross sum of the product of 9 and JV is itself the product of 9 and a number smaller than
JV. The cross sum of this new product is again a product of 9 and a still smaller number.
As trip cross sum of the products are successively taken, the number to be multipled by
9 continually decreases. What then is th least number to be multiplied by 9, which leads
to the final cross sum? If the number is zero, we have the trivial non admissible case for
which JV or one of its successors is zero. If the number is unity, the final cross sum is
9 x 1 r= 9. If the least number is I > 1, from Eq.(l), the CS = (t - 1) x 10 + (10 - I).
In this case the supposedly final CS, stil! has at least two digits and cannot be final. We
therefore conclude that the final cross sum is 9 x 1 = 9, and this concludes the proof of
the theorem. (Q.E.D.)

4.40 COROLLARIES

4.31 Corollary 1

The cross sum of the product of 9 and any non-zero negative integral numbers
-JV is the product of 9 and a number of magnitude smaller than JV, This follows from
Eq.(l5) because the process of arriving at Eq.(15) does not involve the overall sign of JV.

4.32 Corollary 2

The cross sum of the product of 9 and any mixed number JV (where N = Ni • N2

and JVj is integral part of JV and JVj the decimal part of JV) is the product of 9 and another
number. This follows from the process of arriving at Eq.(15) because in this case all that
is needed is to naturally continue the polynomials in Bq.(3) and Eq.(6), expressing the
product, to negative powers of 10 after 10°. The concept of cross sum may however be
naturally extended as the sum of all the coeffiecients of 10ff (including negative powers)
when any number is written in the usual place value way.

4.33 Corollary 3

The cross sum of the product of 9 and any non-zero number is divisible by 9.
This follows from Eq.(lS) and the above Corollaries.

4.34 Corollary 4

If the cross sum of any number is divisible by 9, the number itself is divisible by
9. This follows because Eq.(15) and the above Corollaries show that the number itself is
the product of 9 and a quotient. Corollary 4 is the well known divisibility rule for 9, which
perhaps has been extended here to include negative, mixed and decimal numbers.

5. RESULTS

Table 1 shows the sample tests which serve merely as a corroboration of our
Theorem I. Similarly Tables 2, 3, and 4 give the same kind of information for Theorems II,
III, and IV respectively. It is clear from these Tables, that each of the theorems is confirmed
by the verifications using arbitrary m and n integral values in their corresponding order.

6. DISCUSSIONS

The result derived in Eq.(l5) is an important and key result for our proof. While
Eqs.(6) and (11) always give the correct product, they are valid as place value polynomials
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only under the carefui conditions specified for the use of each of them, while proving the
theorem, because in some cases the coefficients of Eq.(6) may be greater than 0, while
those of Eq.(ll) may be negative. We have deliberately left out any theorem involving
division with 9, because that is taken care of by the usual "nine test" otherwise known as
"casting the nines" or divisibility rule for 9. Even when, multiplication is considered as
the inverse of division, the theorems still hold. We have given proof for Theorem I, only
to avoid verbosity because Theorems II, III, IV can easily be similarly prooved, using the
same arguments and invoking Peano's axioms as justification.

It should be noted that there is no loss of generality in our theorems for the class
of numbers (M — T) at different bases M of the arithmetic. The cross sum properties of 9,
are peculiar to 9 simply because the arithmetic is in base 10. If the arithmetic is in base
M, then {M — 1) acquires the cross sum properties similar to those of 9 in base 10. For
instance, if the arithmetic is in base 9, the cross sum properties move to 8, and if in base
8, then 7 assumes the same cross sum properties etc. This again can be demonstrated and
even proved formally as in the above theorems.

Apart from the reasons given earlier, we have restricted our proof here to the
case where the base M = 10 and M — 1 = 9 because, 9 is also classed as one of the ten
most interesting small numbers, which includes 5r, e, the golden ratio, and Feigen-Baurn's
number among others, see Bunch [14].

7. COMMENTS ON THE NUMERAL 9 AND NUMBERS WHOSE
CROSS SUMS ARE 9

Although one recognizes the different approaches of philosophy and science, in
their methods of enquiry, nevertheless, the nature of the subject is such that one cannot
avoid entirely philosphical speculations, especially as they help to elucidate the matter
under discussion.

Indeed, Weil (3) noted that magical and mystical properties of numbers occur
in many cultures, and stated that Plato "mentioned some properties of the number 5040,
stressing the fact that it is a common multiple of numbers up to 10, (but so is 2520) and
that it has 59 divisors not counting itself". We would therefore like to contribute to this
speculation (even at the risk of derailing from true scientific method) on the occurrence of
9 or numbers whose cross sums are 9.

For instance, we observe that there are 9 planets in our solar system namely:
Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. The gestation
period of a human child in the womb is 9 months. The holes in a human body are 9, the
tenth being veiled at the centre of the head (crown). The 9 holes are: 2 eyes, 2 ears,
2 nostrils, 1 mouth, 1 anus, 1 opening of the reproductive organ. These appear to be the
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origin of the numeration with arithmetic in base 10. These holes are equivalent to the 9
points of light emanation from the Caballistic tree of life, the tenth being "God" at the
top represented by "KETHER". The other 9 are Chokmah, Binah, Gedulah, Hesod, Yod,
Nezah, Tifereth, Yesod and Malchut. The Caballa adopts Man as a replica (miniature)
of God and his creation. There are 10 single digited numbers namely: 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
which can be represented as in Fig. 1. Their final cross sum is 9.

In the holy scriptures, we find again the preponderance of 9 or numbers whose
cross sums are 9. Thus, there are 9 choir of Angels namely: (l) Scraphin (Uriel);
(2) Cherubim (Raphael); (3) Thronus (Oriphiels); (4) Dominatic (Zachariel); (5) Potestas
(Gabriel); (6) Virtus (Michael); (7) Principatus (Requel); (8) Archangelus (Phalek Anael);
(9) Angelus (Phaleg).

Also in Hebrew and Greek there are no numerals, but letters are assigned certain
numerical values. The name Adam, is written "ADM" in Hebrew and A = 1, D = 4 and
M = 40, BO that the cross sum of "ADM" is 1 + 4 + 4 + 0 = 9, the number of Adam
or Mankind. Even in the Holy Bible (Jones [15]) we find that 144,000 people would be
saved whose cross sum again gives 9. Secondly (in the revelation section) a person who
was saved by God was kept in the desert for 1260 days for protection. The cross sum of
this number ia 1+2+6+0 = 9. Again the number of the Beast is 666, whose cross sum is
6+6+6 = 18, i.e. 1+8 = 9.

Even in Astronomy, the great year of ancient Chinese, Chaldean and Indian
astronomers is 432,000 years, and represents for them the number of years, the Universe
would revolve to traverse the same conditions it had met earlier. This formed the basis of
their genethlialogy or astrological science (see D'OSivet [8]). The cross sum of this number
is 4+3+2 = 9. Since this great year is required for the Universe to pass through the 12 signs
of the zodiac, it would require only 36,000 years to pass through each sign. This agrees
with the number calculated by Astronomer Hipparchus. The cross sum is 3+6+0+0+0 =
9.

It is also believed by Astronomers, (McLaughlin [16]) that it takes our solar
system 25,920 years to make one complete revolution, covering the entire zodiac, of ]2
signs. In order to pass through each of the signs, it would require 2160 years. The cross
sums of these numbers are 2+5+9+2+0 = 18, i.e. 1+8 = 9 and 2+1+6+0 = 9. The period
2160 years is known as an age or dispensation in astronomy and it is speculated that it
heralds some significant events in history Levi [17]. It is probable that this is the basis of
various predictions by some philosphers' concerning their so-called "end of the world" and
the coming of a. new world saviour at the close of this century, which completes the Age
of Jesus the Christ 1A.D-2160A.D. (Levi [17]).

The Apostles of Jesus waited for 9 days before the pentecost. The Hindus have
9 days for Novena. The moon has a period of revolution of 27 days whose cross-sum is

12
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2+7 = 9. The ancient Babylonians observed the interval of similar solar eclipses, which is
called "the saros" and found it to be 18 years, whose cross sum is 1 + 8 = 9. McLaughlin

[16]-

Even in geometry, the Greeks seemed to have recognized the significance of 9,
hence they defined the angle in a circle as 360", that in a triangle as 180°, and that at each
corner of a square as 90". The cross sums of these numbers are 3 + 6 + 0 = 9, 1 + 8 + 0 = 9,
and 9 + 0 = 9 respectively.

From the frequency of occurence of 9 or numbers whose cross sums are 9, in
the macro world (Universe), and because of symmetry in nature, one may be tempted to
speculate (by extrapolation) that the universe is made up of a tree-head with 9 branches.
This is equivalent to saying that the Universe may have ten directions or dimenions as is
indeed being proposed by some people (Salam [18]). The "tree-head" shall correspond to
P^insteins's time-velocity coordinate component (ct), the other three coordinates shall be
the normal Euciidean "stretched-out" spatial components, x, y, z, and the last six will be
Salam's "compacted" spatial components, of the order of 10~33cm perceptible only within
the domain of electrical charges. It therefore would seem as if the choice of the ancients
to do arithmetic in base 10, is not accidental, but a natural one ordained by providence,
judging from the physical world and man - the epitome of God's creation.

8. CONCLUSIONS

1) We have proposed four theorems on the cross sums of some class of numbers
(M - 1) at different bases M of the arithmetic, under elementary number theory.

2} A proof has also been given using Mathematical induction and Peano's axioms,
for generalization and justification.

3) We have stated that the cross sum properties of the numeral 9, arise because
tho arithmetic is in base 10, and if the arithmetic changes to a different base n, then the
number (n ••• 1} acquires the interesting cross sum properties of 9 in base 10.

4) Evidences have also been given of the preponderance of 9 or numbers whose
cross sums are 9 from human physiology, the holy scriptures, astronomy and geometry,
showing that this number may be fundamental, and the choice of arithmetic in base 10
might just, be a natural one, ordained by providence.

5) Finally, from symmetry we suggest that the universe may be structured like a
tree head with 9 branches, or equivalently ten dimensional.
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Table 1 *
Showing some sample tests for Theorem I

Serial

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

m
1
1
2
2
3

3

3

1

2

n
I
2
1

2
1
2
3

3

3

9n
9
18
9

18
9
18
27
27
27

9mn
9

18
18
36
27
54

81
27

54

9n

9
81
9
81
9

81
729

729
729

(9m)"
9

81
18

324
27
729

19683
729

5832

FINAL CROSS SUM [i.e. cron
Bum reduced

or 9n
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9

9

for 9mn
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

to a lingle digit).

for 9"
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

for {9m)"
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

* The m and n here are small letters and represent integer values
(which may include zero in some cases) and should not be confused
with capital M the base of arithmetic which in this case M = 10.
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Table 2
Showing some sample tests for Theorem II

Serial

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

m
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
1
2

n
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
3
3

9 + n
10
11
10
11
10
11
12
12
12

9m + re
10
11
19
20
28
29
30
12
21

FINA1> (JRUSifS SUM
(l,* + trducid to

for 9 + n
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
3

3

for 9m + n
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
3

3
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Table 3
Showing some sample tests for Theorem III

Table 4
Showing some sample tests for Theorem IV

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

m
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
1
2

n
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
3
3

9 - n
8
7
8
7
8
7
6
6
6

9m — n
8
7
17
16
26
25
24
6
15

FINAL* (
reduced to

For 9 - n
8
7
8
7
8
7
6
6
6

Jttusa SUM
a single digit),

for 9m — n
8
7
8
7
8
7
6
6
6

Serial

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ITl

1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1

n
3
1

1
2
S

s
•1

|5

9/2"
9

4.5
9

4.5
2.25
2.25
1.125

0.5625
3.28125

9m/2"
9

4.5
18
9

2.25
4.5

1.125
0.5625
J.22125

9/5(2")
1.8
0.9
1.8
0.9
0.45
0.9

0.225
0.1125
0.05625

3m/5{2»)
1.8
0.9
3.6
1.8

0.45
0.9

0.225
0.1125
0.05625

FINAL CROSS

for 9/2"
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

3m/2"
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

SUM (i..-. tr

for 9/5(2")
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9m/5(2")
9

9
9
9

9

9
9
9

9
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Showing the number system from 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 9 , where 0 (nothingness) is repre-

sented by the circle (God) and the diameter 1, is the vertical line which divides the

circle giving rise to creation philosophically or the Big Bang of Einstein. The ratio

of the circumference of nothingness to unity is of course Pi = ir = 3.141592653 . . .
to nine decimal places (because it is transcendental). The music of the spheres
of Pythagoras corresponding to the harmony of the seven notes is preserved by
those numbers, as shown by the arrows (J. low and f high sounding of the notes).
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